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TIMOTHY PATEY, RETO FLUECKIGER, JAN POLAND, DAVID SEGBERS, STEFAN WICKI –  

With its six trolleybus and four tram lines, transportation in the Swiss city of 
Geneva already makes extensive use of electric traction. As a further step 
towards making its public transportation system carbon-neutral, the city has 
announced it will replace the diesel buses used on line 23 by a battery-powered 
electric bus fleet. 

Optimization of batteries for a flash-charged bus

Charged in a flash 
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CC200  ➔ 4 traction 
and auxiliary con-
verter. The convert-
er can drive up to 
two traction motors 
and all the auxiliary 
consumers of the 
bus. 

On a flash-charged 
bus, the converter 

also handles the flash and opportunity 
charging at bus stops and the DC fast-
charging at the end of the line. On an 
electric trolleybus, it is supplemented by a 
double-insulated DC-DC input converter. 
Adding a battery to this drive train en-
ables the bus to operate free of catenary 
lines (overhead lines). 

ABB solutions for the electrification 
of public transportation
ABB has developed a modular platform 
for the electric drive train of city bus-
es  ➔ 3. This caters to all e-bus applica-
tions ranging from the traditional trolley-
bus to DC fast-charged or flash-charged 
battery buses. At the heart of this are 
ABB’s highly efficient water-cooled per-
manent-magnet traction motors as well 
as the extremely compact BORDLINE 

A
BB was recently awarded or-
ders totaling more than $16 
million by Geneva’s public 
transport operator, Transports 

Publics Genevois (TPG), to provide flash 
charging and on-board electric vehicle 
technology for 12 TOSA (Trolleybus Opti-
misation Système Alimentation) fully elec-
tric buses  ➔ 1. Their operation can save 
as much as 1,000 tons of carbon dioxide 
per year (compared with the existing 
 diesel buses).

ABB will deliver and deploy 13 flash-
charging stations along the route  ➔ 2, as 
well as three terminal and four depot 
feeding stations. The flash-charging con-
nection technology used will be the 
world’s fastest: It will take less than one 
second to connect the bus to the charg-
ing point. The onboard batteries can 
then be charged by a 600 kW boost last-
ing 15 seconds using time that the bus is 
at the bus stop anyway. A further four to 
five minute charge at the terminus will 
enable a full recharge of the batteries. 

Charged in a flash 

Title picture 
Geneva (Switzerland) is to replace a presently diesel 
operated bus line by flash-charged battery buses. 
In this view the bus is receiving its 15 second top 
up charge at a flash charging station similar to that 
which will be installed at 13 intermediate stops of 
route 23.

ABB will deliver and deploy  
13 flash-charging stations 
along the route, as well as 
three terminal and four depot 
feeding stations. 

2 Bus stop with flash charging station. The bus’ batteries receive a 15 second 600 kW  
boost while at the stop.

ABB Review 4/2013 featured an article on the 
TOSA bus demonstration in the Swiss city of 
Geneva. 

Following a successful conclusion of the 
demonstration, Geneva’s public transporta-
tion operator, TPG, decided to convert its 
route 23 to the mode. The order for 12 TOSA 
buses and 13 charging stations was 
confirmed in July 2016. ABB’s scope of 
delivery includes converters, motors and the 
charging stations.

1 TOSA
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reduced acceptability of noise and pollu-
tion have led manufacturers and opera-
tors to think about alternatives to diesel 

for powering buses  ➔ 1. Solutions imple-
mented to varying degrees include less 
conventional fuels (such as natural gas) 
and adopting alternative propulsion con-
cepts, for example hybrid buses, battery 
buses and trolleybuses. A feature shared 
by the latter three is that they use electric 
motors, permitting energy to be recov-
ered when the bus brakes, creating an 
opportunity to reduce energy wastage. 
Recovering energy is not, however, 

tions aside, this transmission takes one 
of two forms: Power is either stored  
on the vehicle (usually in the form of 
 diesel fuel, as on a 
bus) or transmitted 
electrically (requir-
ing a continuous 
contact system as 
on metros, trams 
and trolleybuses). 
The latter forms of 
transportation are typically seen on heav-
ily used corridors where the significant 
infrastructural investment is easier to 
 justify. The former solution is typical for 
more lightly patronized corridors where 
lower startup costs permit routes to be 
created or modified more flexibly. 

This status quo has held its own for 
many decades, but how much longer 
can it do so? Rising fuel prices and the 

T
he world is becoming increas-
ingly urban. In 2008, for the first 
time in the history of humanity, 
more than half the planet’s 

population lived in cities. Cities bring 
with them many challenges, not least of 
which is the efficient organization of 
transportation. To avert gridlock and 
 reduce pollution, planners across the 
globe are encouraging the use of public 
transportation.

Public transportation in cities can take 
numerous forms, but what they all have 
in common is that they require energy to 
be transmitted from a fixed supply to a 
moving vehicle. Some particular solu-

BRUCE WARNER, OLIVIER AUGÉ, ANDREAS MOGLESTUE – If you thought that charging 
electric vehicles was all about fiddling with charger cables followed by long and unpro-
ductive waits, then think again. ABB has (together with partners) developed an electric 
bus that not only automatically charges in 15 s, but also provides high transportation 
capacity and energy efficiency. The bus connects to an overhead high-power charging 
contact when it pulls into a stop and tops up its batteries during the time its passengers 
are embarking and disembarking. Besides being an attractive means of transportation, 
the TOSA bus that is presently running in the Swiss city of Geneva also has numerous 
environmental bonuses. It is silent, entirely emissions free, uses long-life and small 
batteries while the visual clutter of overhead lines and pylons that is often a barrier  
to trolleybus acceptance is made a thing of the past. The system is inherently safe 
because the overhead connectors are only energized when they are engaged, and the 
electromagnetic fields associated with inductive charging concepts are avoided. Such 
has been the success of the demonstrator that the concept is now being developed for 
series production. Let the future begin.

Flash charging 
is just the 
ticket for clean 
transportation

Taking charge

Title picture 
The TOSA demonstration bus is presently running in 
public service in Geneva. 

Taking charge

Recovering energy when  
the bus brakes helps reduce 
wastage.
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cal processes of the battery. This approach 
is semi-empirical, in that it relies partly on 
empirical/experimental results. Models 
based purely on physics are not suitable 
as the high number and complexity of 
the various physical and chemical inter-
actions are too numerous to run compu-
tations efficiently. It is more time efficient 
to conduct a series of well-designed ex-
periments and use the results to create a 
model. The key to building a good model 
is to design the right experiments.

Step 1: Design the right experiments

In this phase, the temperatures, depth of 
discharge, state of charge, and current 
are varied in a series of battery tests. The 

ple of graphite degradation are shown 
in  ➔ 5). 

A key challenge in battery integration lies 
in predicting the rate at which the battery 
will degrade. One approach is to test the 
batteries: The batteries are charged and 
discharged under various conditions to 
quantify the decline in capacity and rise 
in resistance. However, this method 
alone cannot cover all the use cases of 
the electric bus. There are too many vari-
ables, including temperature, state of 
charge, depth of discharge / charge, and 
current. The time and sheer number of 
experiments required to cover all the use 
cases is simply too high. 

The solution to estimating battery lifetime 
is to make a model informed by experi-
mental results and a fundamental under-
standing of the key physical and chemi-

Charging matters
As every mobile phone users know, 
availability of battery power is essential if 
the  device is to fulfil its function. The 
same applies to an electric bus or tram. 
However, after a certain time and usage, 
a battery needs to be replaced. A chal-
lenge for ABB engineers is to predict 
when this will occur, and to create speci-
fications that ensure availability of power 
through the product and system’s life.

A model informed by experiments
A battery “dies” because it fails to de-
liver the power required for the specified 
timespan. More specifically, the decline 
in capacity (Ah) and rise in internal resis-
tance (Ω) are simultaneous processes 
that compromise the battery’s ability  
to deliver power. This is due to chemi- 
cal and mechanical decomposition of 
the materials inside the battery (exam-

As every mobile 
phone user knows, 
availability of 
 battery power is 
essential if the 
 device is to fulfil  
its function.

4 ABB’s BORDLINE CC200 traction an auxillary converter.3 Key technology components of the TOSA bus.

Fully automatic 
energy transfer 
system

Two-axle drive powered by 
water-cooled traction motors

Water-cooled
battery pack

Water-cooled
traction converter

5 Physical and chemical degradation mechanisms of graphite within a  
Li-ion battery 1. 

SEI is the solid electrolyte interphase formed as a consequent of electrolyte decomposition and 
related side reactions.

Graphite exfoliation, cracking  
(gas formation, solvent co-intercalation)

Graphene layer SEI
Li+

Donor solvent

H+

Mn2+

Electrolyte decomposition and SEI formation

SEI conversion, stabilization and growth

SEI dissolution, precipitation

Positive / negative interactions

Lithium plating and subsequent corrosion

Footnote
1 Vetter, J., et al., Ageing mechanisms in 

lithium-ion batteries. Journal of Power Sources, 
2005. 147(1–2): p. 269-281.
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Step 4: Apply the model

Once the model has been generated and 
verified, it becomes an important tool in 
scenario analysis. The battery’s tempera-
ture, voltage, energy, and peak power all 
affect how a battery system should be 
dimensioned. While this process is not 
the final say in how big a battery should be, 
modelling informs decision makers and 
designers on how key variations in battery 
size and cooling influence bus performance. 

Scenario analysis
The following scenario analysis considers 
a 25 ton articulated bus with a maximum 
passenger capacity of 80 people. There 
are 13 flash charging stations distributed 
along the route of 12 km length, providing 
a charging power of 600 kW for 20 sec-
onds. The terminal charging uses 400 kW 
and takes four to five minutes. A typical 
load profile of such a bus is shown in  ➔ 7.

Key battery requirements for this electric 
bus include:
– 10 year lifetime
– minimum charge voltage of 600 V (to 

assure sufficient power is available for 
the motor and auxiliary systems and 
to match the charging infrastructure)

– cell temperature of max. 60 °C (to 
ensure safe operation, as the electro-
lyte evaporates above 80 °C)

– charging power of 600 kW for 20s  
(to allow for rapid charges), and 
400 kW for 5 minutes

– an energy of 46 kWh (to complete a 
journey in one direction, with backup 
power for exceptional circumstances). 

Parameters for three configuration sce-
narios are presented in  ➔ 8.

The key to building 
a good model is  
to design the right 
experiments.

Charged in a flash 

operation. These 
temperatures are 
essential for accu-
rate electrical and 
aging models. 

The aging model  
is based on the 
 results of experi-

ments, and quantification of the decline 
in capacity and rise in resistance expect-
ed from the many possible charge / dis-
charge events. 

The resulting battery model combines 
the electric, thermal, and aging sub-
models. The interplay of these sub-mod-
els enables the prediction of the change 
in capacity and resistance under a given 
load and temperature over time  ➔ 6.

Step 3: Verify the model

Experiments at cell level inform and verify 
the model using realistic load profiles. 
This is an iterative process involving fur-
ther refinement.

capacity decline and resistance rise are 
measured. This will later enable a predic-
tion of how certain charge/discharge 
events of the battery would impact the 
battery aging over time and use. 

Step 2: 

Develop an electric, thermal, aging model

The internal electrical architecture of a 
Li-ion battery is complex, but electrical 
response is approximated with a number 
of resistive  and capacitive components. 
Heat and age modify these components, as 
informed by the thermal and aging models.

As electric buses are power applications, 
Joule heating (i2R) is the dominant type 
of energy loss and dictates the battery 
cell’s wall and core temperatures during 

A key challenge in battery 
 integration is predicting  
the rate at which the battery 
will degrade. 

6 Simple representation of an electrical, thermal, aging model of a Li-ion battery

7 Example of a battery load profile for one return trip of a 12km route with 13 flash charging 
and 2 terminal charging sections

Key operation concept is the interplay of variables between models: e.g. change in capacity (∆Q) 
and internal resistance (∆IR) modify the electrical model, which varies the state of charge (SoC) 
profile that modifies the aging model.
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For the case of the “strong cooling” bat-
tery, the battery would be fine for termi-
nal charging only. However the flash 
charging of 580 kW is beyond the limits 
of the battery pack. The lower coolant 
temperature, however, is sufficient to 
maintain healthy voltage and tempera-
ture ranges throughout the battery’s life-
time of 12 years. This is a clear demon-
stration that battery temperature matters 
for system lifetime performance.

The “large energy” battery is the only one 
of the three considered that could fulfill 
both the flash-charging and terminal 
charging requirements. For flash-charg-
ing, the additional cells in series is simply 
needed to raise the voltage and lower 
the current to meet the power require-
ments thronghout the battery’s life. Addi-
tionally, this configuration (375s4p) would 
ensure healthy temperature window for 
the entire 10 years of the required bat-
tery life. 

The three battery scenarios were ana-
lyzed using the thermal, electric and ag-
ing battery model to forecast the lifetime 
and the end of life (EOL) properties. Here 
the EOL is defined as 80 percent of the 
initial capacity or 200 percent of the ini-
tial resistance. The results of the model 
analysis shown in  ➔ 8.

For the case of the “small energy” bat-
tery, flash charging the battery at 600 kW 
would not be possible at end of life as it 
is beyond the power limit of the battery 
pack (with a C-rate limit of 8). It would  
be able to power the bus for some time 
using terminal charging only, but the  
rise in resistance would be too great 
(210 percent), resulting in an eventual 
unsafe temperature (T > 80°C, internal to 
the cell) and as well as minimum voltage 
of less than 600 V, which is insufficient to 
power the motor and auxiliary systems.

Timothy Patey

Reto Flueckiger

Jan Poland

ABB Corporate Research

Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland

timothy.patey@ch.abb.com

reto.flueckiger@ch.abb.com

jan.poland@ch.abb.com

David Segbers

Stefan Wicki

Discrete Automation & Motoion

Turgi, Switzerland 

david.segbers@ch.abb.com

stefan.wicki@ch.abb.com

Use of the battery model on these three 
battery cases is a simple means to dem-
onstrate battery design impact on main-
taining a reliable system performance at 
end of life. Further design iterations 
would be done to find the optimum solu-
tion, while mitigating all risks through 
system analysis.

Furthermore, the battery model informs 
the public transportation operator on the 
battery design impact of choosing flash 
charging or terminal charging. The bus 
line operators know their cities and its 
needs, and are in the best position to de-
cide whether terminal or flash charging is 
most suited. The battery model is a sup-
port tool to inform them of the battery 
design consequences of their system 
choices.9 Overview of the model calculation for the three possible battery designs for a 12 km urban 

route (with flash charging). BOL = beginning of life, EOL = end of life

“Small Energy” “Strong Cooling” “Large Energy”

BOL EOL BOL EOL BOL EOL

EOL - 6 y - 12 y - 10 y

Capacity 100% 83% 100% 80% 100% 80

Resistance 100% 200% 100% 170% 100% 185%

Energy content 58 kWh 48 kWh 58 kWh 46 kWh 69 kWh 55 kWh

Voltage range 690 - 850 V 590 - 850 V 690 - 850 V 630 - 850 V 840 - 1010 V 770 - 1010 V

C-rate terminal (continuous) 5.3 6.2 5.3 6 5.4 5.6

C-rate flash (for 20 s) 8 8.5 8 8.3 6.8 7

Peak core cell temperature 57 °C 86 °C 43 °C 58 °C 44 °C 57 °C

Battery efficiency 90% 80% 90% 85% 92% 86%

8 Overview of three possible battery designs for a 12 km urban route (with flash charging)

Design criteria “Small energy” “Strong cooling” “Large energy”

Cell chemistry LTO LTO LTO

Max. C-rate permitted (continuous) 6 6 6

Max. C-rate permitted (for 20s) 8 8 8

Cells in series / in parallel 314 / 4 314 / 4 375 / 4

Energy content [kWh] 58 58 69

Minimum voltage [V] 630 630 750

Nominal cont. power [kW] 400 400 480

Nominal 20s power [kW] 580 580 690

Battery weight incl. cooling system [kg] ~1600 ~1600 ~2000

Coolant temperature [°C] 25°C 15°C (active) 25°C

C-rate is the rate at which a battery discharges, with 1 C-rate equal to a complete discharge in 
1 hour, and 10 C-rate 1/10th of 1 h, (ie, 6 minutes). 


